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Aptitude questions and answers on probability
Arithmatical - Probability Important Facts and Formulae 1. Experiment : An operation which can produce some well defined outcome is called as experiment. 2. Random Experiment : An experiment in which all possible outcomes are known and the exact output cannot be predicted in advance, is called a random
experiment.Examples :Rolling an unbiased dice.Tossing a fair coin.Drawing a card from a pack of well-shuffled cards. 3. Sample Space : When we perform an experiment, then the set S of all possible outcomes is called the sample space.Examples :In tossing a coin, S = {H, T}If two coins are tossed, the S = {HH, HT,
TH, TT}.In rolling a dice, we have, S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. 4. Event : Any subset of a sample space is called an event. 5. Results on Probability : P(S) = 1P(Ø) = 0For any events A and B we have : P(A U B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A η B)0 ≤ P(E) ≤ 1 6. Details : 1. When we throw a coin, then either a Head (H) or a Tail (T)
appears.2. A dice is a solid cube, having 6 faces, marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively. When we throw a die, the outcome is the number that appears on its upper face.3. A pack of cards has 52 cards.4. It has 13 cards of each suit, name Spades, Clubs, Hearts and Diamonds.5. Cards of spades and clubs are black
cards.Cards of hearts and diamonds are red cards.6 . There are 4 honours of each unit.7. There are Kings, Queens and Jacks. These are all called face cards. Test instructions : Total number of questions : 20 Each question carries 1 mark Negative marks of Each Questions: 0.25 Skiping questions No marks will deduct.
Time allotted : 30 minutes As a result of the EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).We are not permitting internet traffic to Byju's website from countries within European Union at this time.No tracking or performance measurement cookies were served with this page. Probability: Probability Formulas,
Probability Meaning, Conditional Probability Definition, Probability Problems, Probability Questions with Solved Exercises Rank - {{getRank($index,weeklyWinner)}}: {{weeklyWinner.userName}} {{weeklyWinner.userName}} {{weeklyWinner.college}} Loading... « Previous Next » Subscribe to our RSS Feed Answer &
Solution Answer: Option D Solution: Here, S = {1, 2, 3, 4, ...., 19, 20} Let E = event of getting a multiple of 3 or 5= {3, 6 , 9, 12, 15, 18, 5, 10, 20} $$\therefore P\left( E \right) = \frac{{n\left( E \right)}}{{n\left( S \right)}} = \frac{9}{{20}}$$ Answer & Solution Answer: Option A Solution: Total number of balls = (2 + 3 + 2) = 7 Let
S be the sample space Then, n(S) = Number of ways of drawing 2 balls out of 7 $$\eqalign{ & {\text{n}}\left( {\text{S}} \right) = {}^7{C_2} \cr & {\text{n}}\left( {\text{S}} \right) = \frac{{\left( {7 \times 6} \right)}}{{\left( {2 \times 1} \right)}} \cr & {\text{n}}\left( {\text{S}} \right) = 21 \cr} $$ Let E = Event of 2 balls, none of which is
blue ∴ n(E) = Number of ways of drawing 2 balls out of (2 + 3) balls $$\eqalign{ & {\text{n}}\left( {\text{E}} \right)\, = {}^5{C_2} \cr & {\text{n}}\left( {\text{E}} \right) = \frac{{\left( {5 \times 4} \right)}}{{\left( {2 \times 1} \right)}} \cr & {\text{n}}\left( {\text{E}} \right) = 10 \cr & \therefore {\text{P}}\left( {\text{E}} \right) =
\frac{{{\text{n}}\left( {\text{E}} \right)}}{{{\text{n}}\left( {\text{S}} \right)}} = \frac{{10}}{{21}} \cr} $$ Answer & Solution Answer: Option A Solution: Total number of balls = (8 + 7 + 6) = 21 Let E = event that the ball drawn is neither red nor green = event that the ball drawn is blue $$\eqalign{ & \therefore n(E) = 7 \cr & \therefore
P(E) = \frac{{n(E)}}{{n(S)}} = \frac{7}{{21}} = \frac{1}{3} \cr} $$ Answer & Solution Answer: Option C Solution: In two throws of a dice, n(S) = (6 x 6) = 36 Let E = event of getting a sum = {(3, 6), (4, 5), (5, 4), (6, 3)} $$\eqalign{ & \therefore P\left( E \right) = \frac{{n\left( E \right)}}{{n\left( S \right)}} \cr & = \frac{4}{{36}}\cr & =
\frac{1}{9} \cr} $$ Answer & Solution Answer: Option D Solution: Getting at most Two heads means 0 to 2 but not more than 2 Here S = {TTT, TTH, THT, HTT, THH, HTH, HHT, HHH} Let E = event of getting at most two heads Then E = {TTT, TTH, THT, HTT, THH, HTH, HHT} $$\therefore P\left( E \right) = \frac{{n\left( E
\right)}}{{n\left( S \right)}} = \frac{7}{8}$$ Read More Section(Probability) Each Section contains maximum 70 questions. To get more questions visit other sections. Probability - Section 2 Probability - Section 3 1. A committee of 3 members is to be made out of 6 men and 5 women. What is the probability that the
committee has at least two women? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(14/33) Explanation: Number of possible combination of 3 persons in which 2 have to be women = (2 Women out of 5 * 1 Man out of 6) or (3 Women out of 5)= (5C2 * 6C1 + 5C3)Total possible outcomes = 11C3= ( 5!/2! * 3! * 6!/5! * 1!+ 5!/3! * 2!)/(11!/3! *
8!) = 70/11 * 15 = (14/33)Hence, option B is correct. 2. There are 3 green, 4 orange and 5 white color bulbs in a bag. If a bulb is picked at random, what is the probability of having either a green or a white bulb? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(2/3) Explanation: Let E1, E2 be the event of picking a green bulb and white
bulb respectively. Total no. of bulbs in a bag = 3 + 4 + 5 = 12 E1 = 3/12 = 1/4 E2 = 5/12 = 5/12 P(E1 or E2) = P(E1) + P(E2) = 1/4 + 5/12 = (2/3)Hence, option B is correct. 3. A box contains 21 balls numbered 1 to 21. A ball is drawn and then another ball is drawn without replacement. What is the probability that both balls
are even numbered? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(3/14) Explanation: There are 10 even numbers in the group 1-21.The probability that the first ball is even numbered = 10/21 Since the ball is not replaced there are now 20 balls left, of which 9 are even numbered.The probability that the second ball is even numbered =
9/20Required probability = 10/21 * 9/20 = 9/42 = 3/14Hence, option C is correct. 4. There are three events X,Y and Z, one of which must and only can happen. If the odds are 7:4 against X, 5:3 against Y, the odds against Z must be: SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(65/23) Explanation: According to the
question,P(Xâ€™)/P(X) = (7/4)P(Xâ€™) = (7/11)P(X) = (4/11)P(Yâ€™)/P(Y) = (5/3)P(Yâ€™) = (5/8) ,P(Y) = (3/8)Now, out of X,Y and Z, one and only one can happen.P(X)+P(Y)+P(Z) = 1(4/11) + (3/8) + P(Z) = 1P(Z)= 1 - (4/11) - (3/8)= 88 - 32 - (33/88)= (23/88)P(Zâ€™) = 1 - P(Z)= 1 - (23/88)= (65/88)So odd against
zP(zâ€™)/p(z) = (65/23) 5. The probability that a bullet fired from a point will strike the target is 3/4. 5 such bullets are fired simultaneously towards the target from that very point. What is the probability that the target will be strike? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(255/256) Explanation: Probability of a bullet not striking the
target = Â¼Probability that none of the 5 bullets will strike the target= (1/4)5= (1/256)Probability that the target will strike at least once:= 1- (1/256)= (255/256) 6. Preethi was born between August 26th and 30th (26th and 30th excluding). Her year of birth is also unknown. What is the probability of Preethi being born on a
Monday? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(3/7) Explanation: Since the year of birth is Unknown, the birthday being on Monday can have a zero probability.Also since between 26th and 30th, there are three daysi.e. 27th, 28th and 29thWe have following possibilities on these three dates,Monday, Tuesday,
WednesdayTuesday, Wednesday, ThursdayWednesday, Thursday, FridayThursday, Friday, Saturday,Friday, Saturday, SundaySaturday, Sunday, MondaySunday, Monday, TuesdayOut of these 7 events, we have 3 chances of his birthday falling on MondayProbability = favourable events/ total eventsProbability =
(3/7)Therefore, the probability of birthday falling on Monday can be (3/7). 7. A box contains 6 pink, 4 red and 5 yellow marbles. If 2 marbles are picked at random, then find the probability that the marbles are either yellow or pink? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:5/21 Explanation: Total probability = 15C2 Required
probability = 5C2 or 6C2 The probability that the marbles are either red or pink, = 5C2 or 6C2 / 15C2 = (5*4/2 + 6*5/2) / (15*14/2) = (5*2 + 3*5) / (15*7) = 25/105 = 5/21 8. Probability of taking alternate balls of red and blue balls is 308/4845. 4 balls are drawn one by one and not replaced. If there are 12 red balls and total
number of balls is 20, which of the following can be found?A) Probability of taking both red ballsB) Probability of taking one blue ballC) Probability of taking 1 ball SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:None of these Explanation: 308/4845 = (12 / 20) * (y / 19) * (11 / 18) * ((y - 1) / 17))308/4845 = 11y(y - 1) / (10*19*3*17)28*2 =
y(y - 1)y2 - y - 56 = 0y = -7, 8y = 8So, 8 blue balls, A, B, C can be found. 9. A box consists of 15 balls numbered from 0 to 14. A boy picked a ball from the box and kept it in the bag after noting its number. He repeated this process 2 more times. What is the probability that the ball picked first by the boy is numbered
higher than the ball picked second and the ball picked second by the boy is numbered higher than the ball picked third? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:2197/3375 Explanation: Let the number on the ball picked first = a, second = b, third = c.The order of a, b and c can be (a > b > c)Number of ways selecting the first
number = 13 (Because we canâ€™t select 0 and 1)Number of ways selecting the second number = 13 (Because we canâ€™t select 0)Number of ways selecting the third number = 13 (Because we canâ€™t select first and third number)Required probability = (13 * 13 * 13)/153= 2197/3375 10. Bag A contains 'P' green
and 18 yellow balls while bag B contains '(P + 2)' green balls and 22 more number of yellow balls than that of in bag A. Probability of selecting a green ball from bag A is 1/12 more than probability of selecting a green ball from bag B. Find total number of balls in bag B. (P < 50) SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:48
Explanation: From the given data, In bag A: No. of green balls = P No. of yellow balls = 18 In bag B: No. of green balls = P + 2 No. of yellow balls = 18 + 22 = 40 Now, Probability of selecting a green ball from bag A = No. of green balls in bag A/ Total no. of balls in bag A = P/(P + 18) Probability of selecting a green ball
from bag B = (P + 2)/(P + 2 + 40) = (P + 2)/(P + 42) Given that, Probability of selecting a green ball from bag A = (1/12) + Probability of selecting a green ball from bag B ---> P/(P + 18) = (1/12) + [(P + 2)/(P + 42)] ---> [P/(P + 18)] - [(P + 2)/(P + 42)] = 1/12 ---> [P(P + 42) - (P + 2)(P + 18)] / (P + 18)(P + 42) = 1/12 ---> [P2 +
42P - (P2 + 18P + 2P + 36)] / (P2 + 42P + 18P + 756) = 1/12 ---> [P2 + 42P - P2 - 20P - 36] / (P2 + 60P + 756) = 1/12 ---> [ 42P - 20P - 36] / (P2 + 60P + 756) = 1/12 ---> [22P - 36]/(P2 + 60P + 756) = 1/12 ---> 12[22P - 36] = (P2 + 60P + 756) ---> 264P - 432 = P2 + 60P + 756 ---> P2 + 60P - 264P + 756 + 432 = 0 ---> P2
- 204P + 1188 = 0 We can find the value of P by using the formula, P = [-b ± √(b2 - 4ac)] / 2a Where, a = 1 b = -204 c = 1188 ---> P = [204 ± √((-204)2 - 4 * 1188)] / 2 = [204 ± √(41616 - 4752)] / 2 = [204 ± √(36864â€¬)] / 2 = [204 ± 192] / 2 = [204 + 192]/2; [204 - 192]/2 = 396/2; 12/2 = 198; 6 Thus, P = 198 or 6 Given
that, P < 50, So P canâ€™t be 198. Hence, P = 6 Now, Total number of balls in bag B = P + 2 + 40 = 6 + 2 + 40 = 48 11. The probability that a student will pass in Mathematics is 3/5, and the probability that he will pass in English is 1/3. If the probability that he will pass in both Mathematics and English is 1/8, what is the
probability that he will pass in at least one subject? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(79/120) Explanation: Given, Probability that a student will pass in Mathematics = 3/5---> Probability that a student will fail in Mathematics = 1 - (3/5) = 2/5Given, Probability that a student will pass in English = 1/3---> Probability that a
student will fail in English = 1 - (1/3) = 2/3Given to find the probability that he will pass in at least one subject. Hence, there will be 3 cases:Case 1: The student will pass in Mathematics and fail in EnglishCase 2: The student will pass in English and fail in MathematicsCase 3: The student will pass in both Mathematics and
EnglishNow, P(M) = Probability that a student will pass in Mathematics and failed in English= (3/5) x (2/3)= 2/5P(E) = Probability that a student will pass in English and failed in Mathematics= (1/3) x (2/5)= 2/15P(M ∩ E) = Probability that a student will pass in both Mathematics and English= 1/8Required Probability = P(M)
+ P(E) + P(M ∩ E)= (2/5) + (2/15) + (1/8)= (48 + 16 + 15)/120= 79/120 12. Fourteen applications apply for a job out of which there are 9 men and 5 women. If only three applications selected for the job then find the probability that at least one of the selected application is of a woman? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:
(10/13) Explanation: Total number of ways to select three persons = 14C3= (14 * 13 * 12)/(3 * 2 * 1)= 14 * 13 * 2= 364Given condition, atleast one woman should be there out of 3 selected applications.So, Required case = 2 men 1 woman (or) 1 man 2 women (or) 3 women= (9C2 * 5C1) + (9C1 * 5C2) + (5C3)= (36 * 5) +
(9 * 10) + (10)= 180 + 90 + 10= 280Required Probability = 280/364 = 10/13 13. Akshaya and Nikitha play a game where each is asked to select a number from 1 to 8. If the two numbers same, both of them win a prize. The probability that they will not win a prize in a single trial is? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(7/8)
Explanation: ----> Total number of ways in which both of them can select a number each: ----> = (8*8) ----> = 64 ---->Total number of ways in which both of them can select a same number so that they both can win: ----> = 8ways ---->[They both can select {(1,1),(2,2),(3,3),(4,4),(5,5),(6,6),(7,7),(8,8)}] ---->Probability that
they win the prize: ----> = (Favourable Cases / Total Cases) ----> = (8/64) ----> = (1/8) ----> Probability that they do not win a prize: ----> = (1-(1/8)) ----> = (7/8) Hence the answer is : (7/8) 14. Two friends Harish and Kalyan appeared for an exam. Let A be the event that Harish is selected and B is the event that Kalyan is
selected. The probability of A is (2/5) and that of B is (3/7). Find the probability that both of them are selected.
SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(6/35) Explanation: ----> Given, A be the event that Harish is selected ----> B is the event that Kalyan is selected. ----> P(A) = (2/5) ----> P(B) = (3/7) ----> Let C be the event that
both are selected. ----> P(C) = P(A) * P(B) as A and B are independent events: ----> P(C) = (2/5) * (3/7) ----> P(C) = (6/35) ----> The probability that both of them are selected is (6/35) Hence the answer is : (6/35) 15. Srinaya forgot the last digit of an 11 digit landline number. If she randomly dials the final 2 digits after
correctly dialing the first nine, then what is the chance of dialing the correct number? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(1/100) Explanation: Srinaya forgot the last digit of an 11 digit landline number. If she randomly dials the final 2 digits after correctly dialing the first nine, then what is the chance of dialing the correct
number: Reference: ----> It is given that last two digits are randomly dialed. ----> Then each of the digits can be selected out of 10 digits in 10 ways. ----> Hence required probability ----> = (1/10)2 ----> = (1/100) Hence the answer is : (1/100) 16. A bag "A" contains 4 black & 6 red balls and bag "B" contains 7 black & 3 red
balls. A die is thrown if 1 or 2 appears on it, then bag A is chosen , otherwise bag B chosen . If two balls are drawn at random (without replacement) from the selected bag, find the probability of one of them being red and another black. SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:11/45 Explanation: If a die is thrown, the probability of
1 or 2 appearing = 2/6 = 1/3 Hence, the probability of any other number appearing = 1 - 1/3 = 2/3 In bag 'A' the probability of one red and one black = (6*4)/(10*9) = 12/45 In bag 'B' the probability of one red and one black = (3*7)/(10*9) = 7/30 So the probabilITY of one red and another black ball = 1/3 * 12/45 + 2/3 * 7/30
= 4/45 + 7/45 = 11/45 17. There are 50 students in a class. 40% of the students like Orange and 50% of the students like Mango. If 10 students like both of them, then how many students like either Orange or Mango or both of them? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:35 Explanation: Given, Total students = 50 The number
of students who like only Oranges = 40% of 50 = 20 The number of students who like only Mangoes = 50% of 50 = 25 Number of students who like both Oranges and Mangoes = 10 W.K.T: n(A ∪ B) = n(A) + n(B) - n(A ∩ B) Therefore, the number of students who like either Orange or Mango or both of them = 20 + 25 - 10
= 35 18. A bag contains red, black, white and brown balls. The probability of getting a red ball from a bag filled with balls is 2/13 and the number of black balls in the bag is 5. If the white ball is 30% less than the brown ball and 40% more than the black ball, find the number of red balls. SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:4
Explanation: Let the number of red balls = 2xTotal balls = 13xNow ATQBlack balls = 5White balls = 5 * 140/100 = 7Brown balls = 7 * 100/70 = 10So,2x + 5 + 7 + 10 = 13x22 = 11xx = 2Red balls = 2*2 = 4 19. A bag contains 5 black and 7 white balls. A ball is drawn out-of it and replaced in the bag. Then a ball is drawn
again. What is the probability that (i) both the balls drawn were black, (ii) the first ball was black and the second white? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(25/144), (35/144) Explanation: The events are independent and capable of simultaneous occurence. The rule of multiplication would be applied.The Probability that,(i)
Both the balls drawn were black= (5/12) * (5/12) ----> (i.e., Probability of drawing black ball in first draw as well as second draw)= 25/144(ii) the first ball was black and the second white= (5/12) * (7/12)= 35/144 20. A box contains slips with numbers from 1 to 50 written on them. A slip is drawn and replaced. Then another
slip is drawn and after replacing another slip is drawn. What is the probability that an even number appears on the first draw, an odd number on the second draw and a number divisible by 3 on the third draw? SHOW ANSWER Correct Ans:(2/25) Explanation: The probability of an even number appearing on the first draw
= 25/50(---> since there are 25 even numbers in counting of 1 to 50)= 1/2The probability of an odd number appearing on the second draw = 25/50(---> since there are 25 odd numbers in counting of 1 to 50)= 1/2The probability of a number divisible by 3 appearing on the third draw = 16/50(---> since there are 16 numbers
that are divisible by 3 while counting from 1 to 50)Since all these events have no relation with each other and no dependence either, and the slips are replaced, we can directly multiply the individual probabilities to get the resultant probability.So, the required probability = (1/2) * (1/2) * 16/50)= 16/200= 2/25 Page 2
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